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bears the flow'r.
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Of the tree that



Blooms the red-dest flow'r. 
-

On the free blooms the rose Here in love's own gar - den.
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Full and strong in
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glo - ry.
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the world lay un - der death.

poco rit.

Eves were closed in

,,* legato
' a tempo

time of sin Shad - ows deep had fall en'
poco nI.

ry
poco rit.
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poco rit.
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Freely
a tempo

But- when all-seemed lost-

primoTempo
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Came - 
the sun - whose Brings un - end - ing

#,*!9 qltl9 .
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hope, high -est hope,

Brings the end - less joY

Of our hope's bright
rit.
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poco rit.

Now
a ternpof+'

the bud has come to bloom,

un,s.



And the world a - wak - ens' In the lil - Y's Pur - est flow'r

won-drous fra grance. all the earth
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In the flow'r, and it spreads In its heav'n-ly
molto rit.

flow'r it lives. In the flow'r, and it spreads In its heav'n-ly
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Tempo primo al fine

Tempo primo al fine
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